
Newspaper Design 
& Layout





Headline and Deck
The headline is the title of the story. 

The deck is basically a subhead - one or two sentences that summarize 
the focus of the story. 

Ex-Leaders of Countrywide Profit From Bad Loans (headline) 

Executives from the company synonymous with the excesses that led to 
the housing bubble are now making money by buying up distressed 
properties. (deck)



Flag, Logo, or Nameplate

Publication’s Name

Often mistakenly referred to as a masthead.



Teasers or Skyboxes
A promotional blurb or teaser above the Page One flag.





The Prowler uses 

Times New Roman 10

Spacing 11 







sidebar





Jump or Continuation Line

A line of information that tells the reader what page to turn to 
for the continuation of the story.



Cut Off Rule

Horizontal line that visually separates stories.





Credit and Cutlines
CREDIT:  

The name of the image maker

The CUTLINE is the text below 
a picture, explaining what the 
reader is looking at. It first 
describes what is happening in the 
picture, and then explains the 
significance of the event depicted.



Gutter

Space between the columns and outside edge.



Column
Story information kept within visually-organized zones.



Kicker
The kicker has been defined as 
the headline that is placed on top 
of the main headline. This 
headline is set in small points, 
and its purpose is to supplement 
the main headline.







Section / Standing Head  



Banner 
Head 



Page Number
ummm… the number 

on the page.



Column Line

Modularity



Editorial Cartoon
An illustration containing a commentary that usually relates to 
current events or personalities. 



Tint Screen

The area made 
up of half-tone 
dots to 
simulate a tint 
of color 
instead of full 
coverage.





Masthead



Mug Shot

A Small photo of a person.



Double Truck: 
Two facing pages on 
the same sheet of 
newsprint, treated as 
one unit.



Column Rule

Vertical line that helps 
organize and separate 
lines of text.



Also called a Dummy 
Page
A small, detailed page 

diagram showing 

where all elements 

go.























Modularity

A design system that views a page as a stack of 
rectangles.



Non-Modular Design



Modular Design



Modularity 

Mix of Horizontal and Vertical
There is always the danger of dullness creeping on the page if 
all the stories are laid either horizontally or vertically. 

The editors generally prefer to mix horizontal and 

vertical modules to give the page variety

and contrast.



The modular layout has brought the following 
advantages to a newspaper design:

1. They have brought order to the page, making it look neat.

2. They allow related stories to be grouped into easy, neat 
packages.



• Let’s Play with Modularity

Let’s Play 
with 

Modularity



Could that small photo run 
at the top of the page?  

Well, not like this. 
The two photos collide, 

and now there’s no art at all downpage.



Move the dominant photo all 
the way to the top 

And you get two gray text 
blocks

Dulling things up in the middle 
of the page.

Otherwise, it’s OK.



Here, we lead with the smaller 
photo.

Does this design feel odd?

Usually, big photos play better 
When they’re placed near

The top of the page.



To break up the gray,
Move that bottom story up,

Then dummy 
the America’s Cup

Story at the bottom.

A good balance.



A mirror image of the original.
Nothing wrong with it,

But columnists traditionally
Run down the left side of the 

page.

Does that matter to you?


